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2 
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4 
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8 
Fe2O3

 
9 

CuCO3. Cu(OH)2
 

10    SiO2     
 

11          900


 
12        

 
    

 
13        

         
 

14 
          

 
15      1200  

 
16      1150–1300 

 
17        
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22         

 
23 

 
24         

 
25         
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    1500
      

          
   
  

     1763  
 

28      


 


(A)
Acid treated clay 


 
 

Agate – Colour Ware 
 

 
 

 
Alkaline Glaze 

 
 

         
         

 
 

Annamese Ware 
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Anamel 
 

 
 

Argil 
 
 

 
Argillite (Rock) 
 

15



(B) 

Biscuit Ware 


 
 

Black Faced Brown Ware 
 

 
 

Black Figured Vace 
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Body sherds 

 
 

 
Bowl,: With Opaque Cream Coloured 

 



 

 
Brick – Bat 

 
 

 
Burnished Pottery 

 
       





Burnt Coarse Ware 





(C) 

Celadon 
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Ceramic, Ware 
 

 


       
        

Al2O3


 
Ceramic Tempered Ware 

With a flat Grooved Ledge – Rime 
 

 
 

Ceramic Work (See Also Pottery) 
 


      5100


 
Ceramist, Dealer in Ceramic 
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Ceramography, Study of ceramics 
 
 

 
Chalky Yellow Ware 

 
 

 
China Ware 

 
 

 
Clay 

 


    
 

 
Clay Jar 

 
 

 
Clay Statuette 

 
 

 
Close Gritly Brown – Red Ware 

 
 

 
Coarse Gray Ware 
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Coated with Metalic Luster 

 
 

 
Colouring (of pottery) 

 
 

         





   
      
          
      


 

Cracked Glaze 
 

 
 

Crockery Vessel 
 

 
 

Crockery Utensils 
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Crude Plain Ware 
 

 
 

Crumbly Gray Ware 
 

 
 

Crystallized Glaze





         
      

         


 
(D) 

Dark Orange Ware 
 

 
 

Delet Ware 
 


         

   1854     
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Dilmon red Ridged Ware 

 
 

 
Dipylon Pottery 

 


        
         

       
         
        

 
 

Dry Corded Ceramic 
 

 
        
    

 
 

Dull Red Prown Ware 
 
 

 
Dull Red Ware
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(E) 
Enamel Ware 





       




(F) 
Feldspare 




  


        
 

 
Ferric pottery 

 


 
 

Fine Gritty Orange – Red Ware 
 

 
 

Fine Hard Pink Buff Ware 
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Fine Red Ware 
 

 
 

Fire clay 
 

 
 

Fired Ware 
 




 
 

Firing 
 

 
 

Flaking pale Greenish Yellow Glaze Ware 
 

 
 

Furred 
 

 
 

Faience Mosaic 


Tile Mosaic
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(G) 
Galvanize 


 

 
Glaze of differ colours 

 
 

 
Glazed pottery 

 


 
 

Glazing of pottery 
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3000 

 
Glimmering 

 
 

 
Glimmering glistening 

 
 

 
Greek Ware 

 


       
 

 
Green glazed, Incized over Buff Ware 

 
 

 
Green glazed Yellow Buff Ware with model decoration 




 
 

Gred sand stone like ware 





(H) 
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Hard Red Ware 



 

 
Heavy Black Ware





(I) 

Incised Black Faced Ware 


 
 

Incised Brown Ware 
 

 
 

Incised Decoration 
 




 
 

Incised Relief



 

(L) 
Lakoli Ware 
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Light Gray Ware 

 


        
          

     
         


        
         
         





(M) 

Medium Hard Gray Ware 


 
 

Minai Ware of Minyan Ware 
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Minani Ware 
 

:
         


        
        


 


(N) 
Nabatacen Pottery 


 

 
Nishapur Potter 

 
 

        
        

 
 

Non- Diagnostic Ware 
 
 

 
(O) 

Opaqie glaze 
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Orange Brown Sandy Ware 
 

 
 

Orange Sand Tempered Ware 
 

 


 
Over glaze 




 
Oxidation




 


        
 

 
(P) 

Pale Gray Sandy 


 
 

Plain White Puff Ware 
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Plished Pottery 

 



 

 
Polychrome Over Glaze (Ware) 

 
 

 
Porcelain 

 



      700  


   618906    

Ming13681644


 
 

Potter, Manufacture of Potter 

 

 
Potter’s Field 

 
 

 
Potter’s Mark 
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Potter’s Wheel, Tournette 





Purple Brown Paint Buff Ware 


 

 
(R) 

Red Brown Ware 
 

 
 

Red Figure Pottery 
 


   530      


        
       

 
 
 

Ruddle Red Ochare 
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  –     
 

 
Rusticated Pottery 
 


 

 
(S) 

Scarlet Ware 



          

 29002370      
       


 

Scatchured Decoration 
 


  

Kilns 
 

Semiporcelain 
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       852 
         

          
        
        

       618906


       
 Slip 
          




 
 

Sgraffito of Scaraffieto Ware 
 




        
 

 
Sherdor Shard 

 
 

 
Signallation (pottery) 
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Slip Painted Ware 



 

Soft Glaze 



1000

 
 

Softish Fine Buff Ware 
 
 

 
Stamped Decoration 

 
 

          

          


 

Stein 
 

 
 

Stroke Ornamented Ware 
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(T) 

Tan Sands Tone like Ware 


 
 

Terrsigillata (pottery) 
 


        



        
         

 
 

Throwing 
 

 
 

Tin Glazed Ware 
 

 
 

Tinglazed 
 

 
 

Turquoise Green Ware 
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Turquoise Glaze


 




 
Turquoise under glaze 



 


(U) 
Under Glaze Colours 
 


        
        
         

 
 
         




(V) 
Vessel Bowl 


 

 
Viscosity 
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Vitreous Enamel 

 



(W) 

Well Fired Ware 


 
 

Wheel Made Ware 
 

 
 

White Cross Lined pottery 
 

 
 

White Faced Red Ware 
 

 
 

White Pseudo Porcelain Ware 
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Wood Ash Glaze 




        


1250


(Y) 
Yellow Buff Ware 


 

 
Yellow Lustous Glazed Ware 





(Z) 

Zaffer, Zaffre (Cobalt – Blue) 
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A 
 

abacus 
apsidal 
apse 

abstraction 
Abstract art 

academy 










academical 







academism 
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acanthus 

accord 
acephalous 




Achemenid 







acheropit 











Acheulean  











accession 









Acropolis 











action painting 

adaptation 
adheren 







aero painting 

African-art 
Aghalibide epoch 







Agora 

art of charms 
Aquamarine 

Ajanta 
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adjustment 

Akkadian   art 











Alarifs 

Albaster 
album 

Alcove 










Alexandrian 







Almohad art 

Almondshaped 
Amaranth= Scarlet 

Amateur= Connoisseur 






Amazonomachi 







Ambonoclast 

atmosphere= 
surrounding 

Amber 






ambulant 







19

Ambulants(The) 







amortir= to dull 

amortisment= crowning 
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anachronism 






Anadyomene 

anaglyph 













anamorphosis 












Anarcho-nihilism 

anastaltic 
anatomy 

Ancient of Days 
Androcephale 

angle of face 








Anguipede 




animal painter 

animated landscape 






Annunciation 







Anonymous 

Antefix 
Anthropoid 






antipasseism 
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Old lumber= Antiquate 
Antique dealer= 

Antiquarian 
Antique art 






Antique-dealers 











Aphrodite 







Apocalypse 

Apocrypha 






Apodal= Footless 







Apollon 




–


5





5

Apoxyomen= Scraper 

applied 
aqueduct 




aquatint 


–













Ara Pacis 

Arabesque 
Arch of triumph 
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Archway 

antiquated 
Archaeology 

archetype 
architect 











architecture 









architrave 

Armature 
armory (museum) 

armory 




1913




1913

Armory show 

Backward art 
Background 

Art  













aplied art 

Decorative art 










Artemis  







Plastic art 
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Folk art 
Fine arts  












Graphic arts 









Major arts  









Minar arts  











Figurative arts 











Non figurative arts 

artifice 
craftsman 

Handicrafts 
artist 

Assyrian art 
Asymmetry 

studio 






supporting figure  
   (Atlante) 
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Atrium 

Atticism 


Attic (style) 






Ascription 

 Aubergine 










Aubusson 

Augestinian art 












Aurignacian 

Author 
Authentic 

Self-portrait 










Automatism 

Avant-garde 






Aventurine 







Azulejos(Painted tile) 







Azure 

  
B 
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Babylonain (style) 











Bacchic 

Whitewashing 
Stick 









Judas' Kiss 

Canopy 
Baluster = Railing 

Balusters 
Bambino 

Banal 
Babbler 




1718





17

18

Baroque (style) 

Bas relief  








Basilica 

Battle painter 






Batik 




1919


1919



The Bauhaus 
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Blur  
The Beautiful 

Beauty 










Fine arts =   
Beaux arts 

Beige 












Belvedere 




Benedictine (style) 







Bergamot tapestry 











Bernninesques 

Twibill 












Baetyl = 
Sacred stone 







Bible 

Bibliography 






Motley 

Bevel 
Brown 
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Unglazed porcelain = 
Biscuit 

Bismuth painting 






Bistre 

Bitumen 
Dull = Blafard 








Badgerhair - brush 

White = Blanc 



1914







1914


Der Blau Reiter 

Blue 
Ultramarine 

Prussian blue 
Cobalt blue 

Indigo blue 
Chinese blue 

Royal blue 










Sevres blue 

Blond = Fair 
Blockhouse 
1 
2 

3 
4 

Bocaro  1- Jar 

Bohemian 






Paneling = Woodwork 
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1 
2 

3 
4 

Bowl 

Armenianbole 
Convex 




Dressing- table 







Bordeaux 

1 
2 

3 
4 

Borne 1- Post 
           2-Land mark 

Bossages = 
Embossements 







Bosselage = Embossing 

Boss 



Roller = Boucharde 

To roughen = 
Boucharder 

Buckler 
Flounces 
Misprint 

Blister 
Mould 

Sketch 
To bind 

To grate 


1 
2 

3 
4 

Brilliant 

Brick 
Unbaked clay 

Baked brick 
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Full brick 
Hollow brick 

Glazed brick 
Brickwork 

Brick - coloured 
Bristol board 

Brocade 
To brocade 

To bind 
Pamphlet 







Bronze 

Bronze - founder 
brush 

To brush 
To grind 

Grinder 



1905







1905


Die Bridge 







Erazing of colors by 
burning 

Brown 
Burnishing 

Bunish stick 
Raw = Brut 

Buccheronero 
Bulbous 

Whity brown paper 
Burin = Graver 
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Bust 






Bust sculpture 


3111453




3111453



Byzantine art 


C 

1 
2 

3 
4 

Cachet = 1- Stamp 
                2-Mark 

Cadre = Frame 






Cailloutage Stonework 







Caisson 







Calame = Quill 







Calathiform 







Calambour 







Caldarium = 
 Hot bath 

Calligraphy 
Calligraph 

Calquer = to trace = to 
copy 

Capying 






18





18

Cameo - painting 
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Curved = Arched 
Cameo 

To camou flage =  
To disguise 




Campaign 

Bell = Campne 

Bellshaped = 
Campaniform 

Belltower = Campanile 
Canephora 







Canvas 

Outline = Canevas 
Penknife = Canif 

Caning = 
 Cane work 

Cane 






Fluting 

Canon = 
 Rule of proportions 

Cantoned 
Cloak 







Capital letter 

Quilt = Capiton 
Caprice 









Capuchin 

1 
2

1 
2

Character 

Printing types 
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Body = Carcass 
Caricature 

Carmine 
Flesh = Carnation 

(tone) 












Carolingian 









Carrara marble 

Tile = Square 
Flag - stone 

Flag Pavement = 
Carrelage 

Quarry = Carriere 
Cardmaker 

Cardboard 






Cartoon 




Binding = Cartonnage 

Scroll = Cartouch 


 



Caryatid 





–








Catacomb 







Cathedral 
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Cauliculi 

Burial – vault = Caveau 
Cavetto 

Belt of column 






Sea-green = Celadon 

Sky-blue 
Cella 

Cellar 
Cell 









Celt 

Ash-gray 






The last supper 


 




Centaur 







Centaurmachie 












Cephalophorous 

Ceramic 
Ceramography 








Cerberus 

Circle 
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Coffin 
Cherry 
Circle 

Ceroplastic 
Sky-blue 







White lead 






Shagreen 









Chaining 




Chain 







Chain course  

Flesh 
Pulpit 

1


2


1


2

Chalcography 







Chalet = 
 Swiss cottage 








617

Chalukye 

Trimmed = Chamarre 
Camera clara 

Chamberlain 
Chamois = 

 Buff-coloured 
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Scope = Champ  

To Shomoy =  
Chamoiser 







Champlevage 







Candlemas 

To Chamfer 
Changeable 







Stone-yard = 
Chantier 





To cut in to a bend 

Capital 
Coal 

Caricature = Joke 
Charming 

Charm 
Cemetery 

Framework = charpente 
Shrine = Chasse 

Chassis 
Chasubler 







Chestnut = Auburn 


Palace 

Water tower 
 smal castle 

Bezel = Chaton 
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Thatch = Quill 

Pavement 
Ground-floor 

Masterpiece 
 Easel 

Hollow 



Apce = Apsis 

To paint without a model 










Chicory 

Chiffon = Rag 












Chimera 

Speckled 

16


16

Chippendalian (style) 

1 


2  



 

3 


4  


Choir 







Choreography 







Cauliflawer 

Chromatic 
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Chromolithography 



Chryselephantin 

Chrysography 
Churrigueresque 

Canopy = Baldachin 
Cement 
Cemetery 






Cinnabar 

Cinematography =  
Moving picture 




16




16

Cinquecento 







Cipolin-marble 

Cippus = Gravestone 



Waxing 

Circular 
Wax 

Circus = Cirque 
Chisel 

Chasing 
Citadel 






Citron = Lemon 

Civilization 



Chiaroscuro = Light and 

Shade 

Clear 
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Classing 










Classicism 







Classic art 











Cliche 

Clinquant = Flase glitter 
lawdry 

Clypeiform 






Cobalt 







Cochleiform 

Corner 



80





80

Colosium 







1910







1910

Pasting = Collage 

Collector 
Colombine = 

Dovecolour 
Colonnade 

Band column 
Coupled column 
Detached shaft 
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Fluted column 

Monolithic column 
Swelling column 







small coloumn 

Colophony 






Colouring 

To colour 






To colour 

colouring 
colourist 

Colossal (style) = Giant 










Columbarium 




Commissair = 
Auctioneer 

Compass 
Complementery 

(colour) 
Composite (order) 

Composition 
Conception 

Concrete 
 Congelation 

Connoisseur 
Conservator 







Constractivism 
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Contemporary (art) 

Contour 



Contorted 

Contrast 
Back enamel 



Anti light 









Counterpoint 

Copy 
Copt 




Corbel 

Basket 
Cordiform 












Core 

Corundum = Ruby 






Corinthian 

1
2

1
2

Dice-box 














Cornice 
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Corner = Angle 






Coroplathe 

Corps = Body  
Corridor 

To puddle 
Corsage = Body 




Surface coated paper 

Kufic 
Colour = Color 

Spectral colours 
Complementary 

(colours) 






Worm colours 







Cool colours 

Local colour 

Lobby 

Section = Coup 

Cupola 

Court yard 

Crown 

Chandelier = Lightcrown   

Crowning 











Coros 
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Knife 

Chalk  







Crinson 

Craquelure 

Crayon = Pencil 




Lead pencil 

Creation 

Creative 

  Parget 
    Crest 
Hollow 

Glaring 









Hermes crioforo 

Criosphinx 

Rock - crystal 

Criticism 

Art critic 

Crocet 

Crossed 

Crescent 

Cross 
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Greek cross 







Latin cross 

Crocked cross = 
Swastika 







Lorrain cross 

Sketch 











Cromlec = Megalithic 
circle 







Crucifix 

cruciform 

Crypt 

Cubicula 















Cubism 

Cubist 

Leather 

Cuirs 

Burning process 

Copper 

Copper coloured 
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Cuneiform 

Cupuliform 

Curious 

Curiousity 

Curvilinear 
















Cylinder 











Cynocephalus 

  
D 









Dada 











Dadaism 

Canopy 
Flooring 

Slab 






Daltonism 

Damaskeening 
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Damaskeenery 

Damassed 


 



Dado = Footstall 

Decline - Decadence 



Decagon 

Decastyle 
Decipher 

Colourless 






Goddess 

Decor 
Decorator 
Decoration 
Decorative art 
Stamping = catting out 

To disfigure 
Distortion 











Unveiling 

Degenerate 
Degradiation 

Degree = step  
To polish 




1863


1863



The picnic 

Delineation 
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Deluge 
















Demeter 

Portrait 
Half tint 
Old fashioned 







Demotic 







Saw teeth 

Lace 
Department of museum 




To remove 

Dulled glass 
Drawing 




Freehand drawing 

Preparatory drawing 
Charcoal drawing 




Wash drawing 

Black lead drawing 
Pendrawing 

Sanguine drawing 








Sepia drawing 

Animated cartoons 
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Designer 
 To draw 

Underpaint 
Out of date 

To detache 
Detail 







Faded 

Detonned 
Varnish removal 

Developement 
Estimate of coste of the 

expenses 
Devise = Motto 


















Diadumene 

Diagonal line 
Diana the huntress 

Dappled = diapred 
Diamensions 

 Brass - beater 
Diorama 







Diorite 

Diptych 










Discthrower 
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Disc 
Dissonance 









Divisionism 











Dolmen 

Dome 
 Dome of the Rock 

Donation 







Doric 














Doryphoras 




Double – Layer glass 

Dragon 
Dresser = To raise 

Copyright 












Dynamism 

 
E 











Aqua - fortis 
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Sketch 
Roughing chisel 







Ebony - wood 

Ivory white 
Sample 

Sash  
Scale 

lighting 
 To enlighten 

Brightness 
Bright 

Electic 
Academy of Art 


–

1767




1767

Anatomical - figure 

Screen 
1
2
3



1
2
3



Writing 

Stamp  
1
2

1
2

Publishing 
Edition 

First edition 
To erase 

1
2

1
2

Effect 


 




Effigg 

Gilt glass 
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Elegancy 










Virigin of Tenderness 

Ellipse 
Elliptic 

Enamel 










Cell - enamel 

Translucent enamel 
Enamelled  
Enamellist = Enameller 
Tinctures 
Packing 

To embellish 






Emerald 

Empire (style) 
Location 

Framed 
Framing 







Framemaker 

Encaustic wax 
Ink 

China ink 



To ink 

Damaged 
Coating 

Eneolithic 
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Engagement 







Sheathed 

Glaze 
Enigma = Mystery 







To illuminate 











Illumination 

Interior decorator 










Entablature 




Wood - carver 

Setting 
Store 
Thick 

Thickness 



Skin 

Epigraphy 



Moveable wall 


 




Architrave 

Trial - proof 
Drawing 
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Square rule 

Equestrian statue 
Balance  

Era 












Erechteion 

To erect – To raise 
 Hermitage 




Hermitage Museum 

Erotic 
Space 

Two diemensional 
space 

Sketch 
Sketched 

To outline 
Stamping 

Print 



Stamping in blind 

1
2

1
2

Print 

1
2

1
2

To stamp 

Esthetician 
’Esthetic 
Estimate 

Set of shelves 
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Tin  
Window - dressing 

Standard measure 






Molding 




To quench 







Ethnography 

Label = Ticket 
Labelling 

Polychromy in sculpture 



–




–

Etruscan art 

Study 
Study of nude 

Study from nature 
Eustyle 

Evaluation 
Evolution 

Exclusive 
To execute = To carry 











Exotism  


Expert 

Expert's advice 
 Exhibitor 

To expose = To exhibit 
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Biennial exhibition 

 One man show = 
Individual exhibition 









Retrospective 

Traveling = Circulating 
exhibition 









Rotary exhibition 











Universal exhibition 

Expressive 
Expression 






Expressionism 

Ecstasy 
  

F 
  Facade 

  Observe head 
  Full face 

  Shape 
 

 
Similar 

  Artificial 



 




 

Faience 
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  Faience manufacturer 
  Falsification 

  Fantasy 
  Fantoccimi 

  Fard 


11
12 


1112 

Fatimid 


1
2

 


1
2 

Faun 

  Fault = Mistake 
  Fault of drawing 

  Misprint 


 


 
Tawny  

  The fauves 



 




 

Fauvism 

  False = Spurious 
  False light 


 


 
False ceiling 





 

Iron age 

  Forged iron 


 

 

Embossed iron 


 


 

Horseshoe 
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  An iron 
  Fetish 

  Fireworks 
  Foliage 

  Leaf 


 

 

Akanthusleaf 

  Dead leaf 
  Laurel - leaf 
  Vine - leaf 

  Drawing paper 
  Fold  

  Felt 
  Fibula 

  Index card = Label 


 


 
Figurative art 

  Non Figurative art 

  Figure 
  Half – length figure 
  Seated figure 
  Reclining figure 
  Standing figure 


 

 Little figure 

  Thread - like 
  Filigreework 

  Watermark 
  Filament 

  Finish 

  Flourishes 
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  Fixative 
  Glass picture 

  To fix 


 

 

Fan - like 

  Bottle 

 


 

Furnace = Flambed 

  Flank 
  To flank 

  To flatter 
  Flattering 

  Yellowish 


 

 

Adorned with flower of 
lily 

  Flowery style 

 


 

Flower shape ornament 


 


 

Flower – shaped 
ornament 

  Flowery 



 




 

Flora 

  Flowernamental 
  Wave moulding 

ornament 
  Fuzzy = Dim 
  Fluid 

  Flute glass 
  Spindle 

  Folklore 
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  Dark  
  Functionalism 


 




 

Back - ground 

  Founder 
  Foundry 

  Bronze caster 


 
 To mdt 

  Bronze casting 
  Cire perdue casting 
  Casting in sand 
  Cast - iron 

  Blacksmith 
  Size  

  Form 
  Fortification 




 




 

Forum 

  Excaved 
  Excavations 
  Silk handkerchief 

  Oven 
  Stove 

  Fragile = Brittle 
  Fragment 

  Freshness 
  Coinage = stamp 


 


 

Fresco = Murals 
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Fresco painter 


 


 

Cold bath 

  Frieze 
  Cool (style) 
  Cool colour 
  Frill 


 


 

Title page 

  Fronton = Pediment 
  

Angular pediment 
  Curvilinear pediment 




 


 

Frottage = Rubbing 

  Rubbed  
  Scumble 

  Frottage 


 


 
Defaced 





 





 

Fugue 

  To flay 

 


 

Flight = Vanishing 
point 


 

 Smoke proof 


 

 Funeral art 
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  Charcoal 
  Charcoal drawing 

  Shaft 
  Fluted shaft 

G 
Model = Gabarit 











Gable 

Stable 
Mud  
Gallery 

Picture Gallery 
Braid 
Gamut 

Range of colours 
 


Madder - coloured 

Dustcoat 
Station 
1 
2 

3 
4 

Trimmed 

1 
2 

3 
4 

Garniture 

Gauche = Awkward 
Warping 

Geminated 
Genealogy 






Genesis 

Genius 
Genre painting 
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Gentle = nice 
Geometrical ornament 

 Battle of the giants 




14






14

Giottesque 

Corps effigy 
Glacis 

Icicles = Glacons 






Glaze = Glossary 

Gladiator 
Clay = Glaise 

Glory 
Glyptic 











Gadroon 

Glue 
Gum 

To warp 
Concave moulding 

Shot - colour 
Gorget 

Gothic cathedral 
Gothic (style) 

Early Gothic (style) 
Flamboyant style 

Perpendicular gothic 
National gothic 
Gothic script 
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Gouache 

Taste  
Good taste 
Bad taste 







Drops 

 Grace 
The three graces 

Graceful 
Gradiation 

step 
Gradiereisen 







Graffito 

Grain 
Beauty mark = Mole 

Size 
Size of execution 

Autual size 






High fire 

Graphical 










Graphic arts 

Fat types 
 Full painting 

To scratch 
scraper 

To engrave 
Engraver 
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Original engraver 
Reproductive engraver 

Copper engraver 






Etcher 

Engraver of medal 


 



Engraving = Etching 

Engraving print 
Stell = engraving 
Woodcut 
Copper engraving 

Engraving in glass 
Etching by graver 




Cameo engraving 

Dotted print 






Aqua – fortis engraving 











Aquatint engraving 

Cryon manner 
engraving 

Mezzotint engraving 
Engraving in imitation 

of pastel 
Stipple engraving 
Line engraving 
Colour – print 

engraving 
Ornamental engraving 

Original engraving 
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Fashion – plate 
engraving 

Greek ornament 






Red sand - stone 

Grazing iron 






Base ornaments 










Griffin 







Gray 







Slate - grey 







Achy grey 







Flax - coloured 

Pearl - grey 
Greyish 

Grey ingrey 



17




grotte

17

Grotesques 

Group  
Dyer's woad 

Gules 


Wicket - gate 



Puppets show 
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 Garland 
Gypsum 







Plasterwork  

Stucco - worker 
Gepsothec 

H 
Skilful 

Clothing 
Habitation = Dwelling 

Hatchings 
Cross - Hatchings 

Halo 
Blurring 

Gothic bend 
Hanger = shed 

 Bold = Hardi 
Harmony 
Sound - board 












Hathor – head column 

Hauberk = Chain mail 
High coloured 

High relief 
High worp 

Height 





Cella




Cella

Hecatompedon 
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Helix 
Helicon 

Helicoidal 














Heliography 










Hellenestic 

Hemispheric 


















Hephaisteon 




–










Hera 

Hercules 








Hermaphrodite 
















Mercury 
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Herm 















Hestia 









Hexastyle 

Hierarchy 
Hieroglyph 

 Hieroglyphical 
Sea - horse 







Hippogriff 

History of art 



Art Historian 

Hodegetria 
Holocaust = Burnt 

offering 
Horizon 

Horizontal 
Horror of the empty 

space 
Outwork 
City Hall 

Wood - carving 
Wood - carver 

 Linseedoil 
Oil - cruet 
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18









18


Humanism 

Humanist 
To howl 

Hyaline = Glassy 






Hydra 









Hygia 

Hypethre 






Hypnos 

Hypogeum 


 



Hypostyle 

Hypotrachelion 
  

I 



Ichnography  













Icon 

Icon painting 
Iconic 
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Iconoclasm 

Iconoclast 
Iconography 

Iconology 






Iconostasis 

 To idealize 
Idealism 

Identification 
To identify 







Unidentified 

Idol 
Lighting 












Illusionism 

Illustrator 










Illustration 

Illustrated 
Image 

1 



2



2 


2

Image - making 

Carver 
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Imagination 

Imagination 
Imbrication = Scale - 

work 
Imitator 
Imitation 

Immauble = Building 






Impasse = blind alley 

1 
2 

3 
4 

Flawless 












Impression 










19

Impressionism 

Art of printing 






Printer 

Imprimatur 


 



Unfinished 







Inauguration 

To inagurate 






Flesh - coloured 

Incarnation 
Colourless 
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Unknown 












Incrustation 

To incrust = To encrust 








Incuse 




Toothing 







Indigo blue 




Sketched 

Industry 
 Inedited = Unpublished 

Unevenness 
Influence 

Initial letter 
1 
2 

3 
4 

Inscription 

Installation 
Instantaneous 

Instrument 






Undamaged 




To interleave 

Interior 


 
Interpretation 
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To Interpret 

Dotted print 
Interstice = Crack 

Intimacy 
 Intonation 
Soffit 

Introduction 
Inventory 

Inventor 
Invention 

Ionic 
Rainbow 

Inidescent 






Cream - coloured 


 




Ashtar 

Ithyphalic 
Ivory 

Ivory work 
Ivory - turner 




Ivory white 

Ivorine 
  

J 
Jade 

 
Stake = Jason 
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Garden = Jar den 
Landscape garden 

Gardening 



Jardinière vase 

Jar 
Garter 

Order of the garter 






Jasper 

Sprinkled 
Yellowish 

Yellow 
Silver stain 
Chrome yellow 

Lemon – yellow 
Orange – Colored 
Golden 

Straw – yellow 
Canary yellow 
Sculpture yellow 

Faded = Pale 
Jazzercise 

Jesuits 
Fountain 









Counter 

Tennis court 








Jeu de puma 
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Jewelry 
Jeweler 

Nice = Pretty 
Juggler 
Light = Jour 

False light 






Pierced 

Jewel 
Peep-hole 




The last Judgment 




Opera-glasses 

Junon 










Jupiter 

Jury=Selection 
committee 

Juxtaposition 
  
  
K 
  

Hanging 
scroll=Kakemono 

  
Kalathos 

Show-glass 
China-clay=Kaolin 

Autograph album 
Keroub 

Kilim 
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Kiosk 










Kore 







Korous 

Wine-cup 
  

L  
Labarum 

Labyrinth 
Lace 
Loose 
Lachrymatory 

  
Lacuna 













Lacustral (city) 

Bottle form 
Laicism  

Ugly 
Ugliness 
Tooth – head hammer 

 
Wool  

Secular 
Milky 

Latter 
Brass casting 
Scrap 
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Wainscot = Wooden 
  

Wainscoted 
Worked with gold wire 

  
Lamp 

Mosque lamp 
Andiron 

Lantern 
Magic lantern 

Projection 
Lantern 

Lantern turret 



  

Laocoon  














  

Stone-cutter 
Lapidary  

Jeweler 
Azure bright blue 

Japanning lacquer  






  

To lacquerer 
Width 

Tears 
Side=Lateral 
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Laureate 
Laurel 

Lavender blue 
  




To wash 

Brush drawing 
  

  
Bistre wash 

Sepia wash-drawing  



To pick 







Lapis lazuli 

Legend 
Caption 
To word 

Lightness 
Lens 
Leontocephal 

Letter 
Ornamented latter 




State before letters 




After letters 

To survey 
Crack 

Dark wine color 
Line 

Horizon 
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Vanishing line 
Lilac colored 

Limbos  
File 

Clay 
Linen 

Flaxen 
Linseed oil 

Linear 
Linen 

Lawn 






Lintel 




Warp 

Low warp 








 




Upright=High warp 

Lithographer 
Lithograph 
Lithography 

Literal 
Lobed 




To fix the origin=To 
localize 

Local color 
Background 

Length 
Lozenge 
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Lotus form  






Lotus 

Magnifying glass 
Heavy 
Cramp-iron 

Light  






High lights 







Luminas  

Luminosity 
Lunar 

Brilliancy 
Lustrous glaze 

Chandelier 
Luxury 

  
M 
  









Mach aioli 

Mason 






Knotted lace 

Madonna 
Store-room 

 










Magdalenian 

The Mages=The 
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Eastern kings 
Magic 
Magnificent 
Meager=Dry 
Hand 

Hand made 
Handicraft 

Master 



Master of works 

Mastery 
Mages tic 
Capital letter 
Bad- work 

Trunk 






Sleeve 

Headline=Machete 
Manner= style 
Affected 


16







16




Mannerism 

Manner=style 
Affected 
Mannerism 
Mannerist 

Layman 
Maneuver 

Manufactory 
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Porcelain manufactory 
Tapestry- factory 
Manuscript 




Manuscript illuminated 

Clay model 
Architectural Marquette 

Maquillage 
To make up 

Marble 






Curare marble 









Purina marble 

Artificial marble 
White marble 

Marbled 
Marble cutter 

Art- dealer 
Margin 

Seascape 
Marionette=Puppet 

Grotesque 
Morocco leather 








Morocco leather 
dressing 

To glue= To stick 
Inlaid work= Marquette 




Glass- porch 
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Maroon 
Mallet 
Hammered 
To knock 

Martyr 
Mask 
Mass 

Massive= bulk 



Mastaba 







Mastic 

Breast- shaped cup 
Mat 

Building materials 
Raw materials 







Matrix 

Moresque 
Mausoleum 

Mauve 



Mechanism 

Drill 
Medal 

Commemorative medal  






Medalist 

Cabinet of medals 
Medallion 

Roundel 
Madraseh 
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Medieval 

Medium 






Megalith 

Memorial 






Menhir 

Carpenter 
Half- flat 




Mercury 







Mesopotamian 

Measure 
Metal 

Metamorphosis 








Metaphysical 







Me tope 







Mezzotint 

Photomicrography 
Microscope 

Prayer niche 
Atmosphere 

Member 
Mime 
Mimic 
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Minaret 
Thin 

Black lead 






Miniature 

Miniaturist 
Small letter 

Boring rod 
Bringing up to date 
Working up 




Page setting 

Focusing 
Stage direction 

Furniture 
Fashion 




Modeling 




Modeled 







Sitter 

Modeler 


1905



1905

Modern art 

Modernize 
Modernism 

Modillion 
Modulation 
Module 

Rubble tone 
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Monotype 

Dug- out boat 
Montage 

Monument 
Scheduled monument 
Figurative monument 

Memorial monument 
Funeral monument 

Monumentality 
Piece 







To bite 




Mortar 









mosaic 

Apse- mosaic 
Wall- mosaic 
Floor- mosaic 

Faience- mosaic 
Mosaic of glass 

Mosaic worker 
Mosque 

Motive 
Pattern 

Lattice window 
Plaster cast 

Mould=mold 
Molder 

Molding 
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Muslin 

Movement 





3951452




3951453

Middle ages 







Mozarabe 














Mud jar 













Muse  

Museum 
Museum of fine arts 
Open-air museum 

Military museum 












Prevat museum 




Sculpture 







Hermitage museum 

British museum 
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Balham Museum  







Dresden Gallery 




The estuarial Palace 







Guggenheim Museum 

Lapidary Museum 
Perganum Museum 




Prado Museum 

The Louvre 



Metropolitan Museum 

National Museum of 
London 

Vatican Museum 



Museographer 

Musicology 



Museum 

Moslem art 
 

 
N  












Nudists (the) 

Nacarat 
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Nacre 

Nacreous-Naked 








20



The Naives 

Mat pattern 



19




19

Naturalism 

From nature 








Still-Life 


















Nazarenes 

Nebulas 
Necropolis 











Nave 

Chief nave 
Side nave 

Negative proof 
Neglected 

Neoclassicism 
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18

18

Neurotic 



19




19

Neoimpressionism 







Neolithic age 







5

Neo plasticize 

Cleaning 
Neutral 

Niche 








Noelle 












Nike 







Nimbus 




Square halo 

Cross-nimbus 
Level 

To level 
Nobility 
Nocturnal 

Knot 
Black 
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Bone black 
Lamp black 

Livery black 
Blackish 

Darkened 
To darken 

Darkening 
Hezelnuthbrown 
Golden section 

Non-conformists 
Close stitch 

Innovator  
To blend the colors 
Nude 

Bareheaded 
Barefoot 
Study of the nude 

Male nude 
Female 

Seated nude figure 
Standing nude figure 
Reclining nude 
Rear nude 




Shade 

Shaded 
Nudity 

Heroic nakedness 
Gold ground shaded 
Numismatic 

Nymph 
Nimphacum 
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O 
 

Obconical 





22


22

Obelisk 

Objective 
Objectivity 
Object 

Fine art object=A work 
of art 

Oblique 
To obliterate 

Observatory 
Optus 

Obverse 



Occidentalization 







Oceanside=Ocean-
nymph 

Oscillate 






Ochre 

Burnt ochre 
Octagon 

Octostyium 
Round-window 







Odeon 

Eye of a volute 
Work 
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Work of art 
Office 

Offer 
Offset printing 







Ogival=Pointed style 

Shadow 
Umber 

To shade 
Chinese shad owe 

Winding 
Undulating 

Covering power 
Opulence 

Opaque 
Opaque color 




Nao8





Nao8


Opisthodom  




Acropolis 

Opposition 
Optical 












Optical art 

Leaf gold 
Golda mass 
Orange tawny 

Kneeling 
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Or ant 

Orb 
Dead-arcades 
Order=style 

Giant order 
Composite order 

Corinthian 
Doric order 

Tuscan order  
Ionic order 

Goldsmiths art 
Gold plate 

Water (of pearls) 
Orientalism 
Orientals 

Orientation 
original 

originality 
Origin 

Decorator 
Ornament 

Current ornament 
Geometrical ornament 

Ornamentation 


1908



1908


orphism 

bone 
Bone craving 

Skeleton 
Ottoman art 
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Tool 
Implements 
Ultramarine 

work=Production 
Lading- hole 

Oval 
Oviform 

Ovoid 

 
P 

Page 
Odd page 
Blank page 
Title page 

To folio 






Pagoda 

Flaw 
Plaited straw 

Straw- colored 






Translucent enamel or 
over metallic foil 









Lake dwellings 

Palace 
Ducal Palace 

Early Christian art 






Paleolithic 







Pallet 
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To fade 










Palladium 

Palm 
Palm- Branch 

Palm- leaf 
Row of pal mattes 







Vine- branch 

Panache 












Anathematic 

Basket 
Panel painting 

Light pane 
Panorama 
Pot-belly  







Pantheon 




Pantograph 

Pantomime 
Paper 

Blotting paper 
Calking paper 
Coated paper 
Drawing paper 
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Foolscaps paper 
Rag paper 
Pecking paper 

Glassy paper 
Pictorial wall – paper 

Papyrus 
Parabola 

Paradise 
Glass- blowing 

Paragon 
Rail 

Folding screen 
High panel 







Parchment 

Pavement 
To fuse 
Rock painting 
Striking 

Partition 
Parquet 

Pirouetting 
Pirouetted 







Parthenon 

Pastel=Colored crayon 
Pastel 

Pastel shades 
Paste list 

Pasticcio=Pastiche 
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Ornamentation of china 
Pate 

Full brush painting 






Paste- print 

Glass Paste 






Patina (of metal) 

Patina (of painting) 
Inner court- yard 

Pastry cook decoration 
 

Art patrimony 
Pattern 

Dedication=Patronage 
To patronize 








Pavilion 

Landscape 
Landscapist 

Historical landscape 
Skin 







Pewter 

The Original sin 



Painter 

First painter 
Painter- engraver  
Animal painter 
Battle Painter 
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House Painter  



Scene Painter 

Signboard Painter 
Flowers Painter 

Genre Painter 
History Painter 
Sea Painter 

Still- life Painter 
Religious Painter 
Enamel Painter 

Painter upon porcelain 
Painter upon glass 
Sunday painter 

Pain tress 



Painting 

Distemper 
Encrusting Painting 
Oil Painting 
Easel Painting 

On the spot Painting 
Mural Painting 




Painting without subject 

Panel painting 
Canvas painting 

To daub 
Lawn 
Plush 

Pen annular=Ring 
Pendant 
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Drop 






Pendent 

Introspective Portrait 
Twilight=Penumbra 

Pent style 
Nugget of gold 

Perfection 
Parabolas 

Peripheral 
Per style 

Pearl 
Beads 







String of beads 







Perpendicular 

Periwig 
Bluish 



Chintz 

Character 
Personage=character 

Personality 
Perspective 

Perspective 
Arial Perspective 




Linear Perspective 

Inverted perspective 
Birds eye view 

Cityscape painter 
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Rock drawing 
Light house 

Stamp-collector 
Photogenic 

Photography 
Photo- engraving 

Physiognomy 
Piece 




Pickett's 


4830

48
30

Foot=Pied 

Pedestal 
Small pedestal 

Stone 
Polished 

Ashlars 
Artificial stone 

Foundation- stone  
Corner- stone  







Standing 

Precious stone 
Jewelry 

Red chalk 
Gravestone 

Engraved stone 
Pieta 







Shot- colored 

Pigment 
Gable 
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Pilaster 
Tail 

Pillar 
Pestle 

Pile 



Pinnacle 







Picture-gallery 

Paint- brush 
Tin-pan 

Pioneer 
Pique design 

Foxing 
Pear- shaped 

Pirouettes 
Pistil 

Spray painting 
Picturesque 

Placard 
Placing 

Plan-design 
Trefoil plan 

Fore- ground 
Back-ground 

Board 
Drawing board 

Plate 
Plate 
Plate 

Plate 
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Floor 
Little plank 

To plane 
Plan sphere 

Setting up of side- 
scenes 

Memorial tablet 
Slab 

Plated metal 
Paulette 
Plastic 












Plastic arts 

Flat 
Salver 

Lot=platform 
Plaster 

Cast 
Chalky 

Full 



1824





1824




open- air painting 

Fullness 
Plinth 
Lead 

Leads=stand glass 
Graphite 
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Pen drawing 
Rough-sketch 
Weight 

Bodkin 
Prop 

Point 
Vanishing point 

Point of view 
Cusp 

Etching needle 



Dry- point 

Silver- point 
To prick 







Stippling 

Polished 
Polychrome 

Polygonal 
Multifold 

Polyphony 
Pompeian 

 










Pompeian 

Conventionalist painter 
Conventionalist 

painting 



Poppy=red colored 

Poising=pond ration 
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1907







1907


Die brocket 

Pop art= popular 






Pop art 




Popularity 

China- ware= porcelain 
Porch 

Porphyry 
Attitude 

Doorway= portal 
Bronze door 
Pencil-holder 

Portfolio 
Pen holder 

Price 
Golden marble 

 
Portrait 

Collective portrait 
Half length portrait 

Full- length portrait 
Equestrian portrait 

Half length portrait 
Full- scale portrait 
Face portrait 

Profile p straight 
Portraitist 
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To portray 
Sitting 

















Poseidon 




To sit 

Positive 
Vitrifies 

Posthumous 
False 









Post- impressionism 







Post- impressionists 

Attitude= posture 
Molding loam 

TTCrutch 
Incised pottery 

China- vase 
Potter 




5429

542Inch 

Crumbling 



Doll 

Purple 
Elaborated 
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Practitioner 

Practical 
Precious 





1492




1492

Pre-Columbian 

Forerunner 
Prefabricated 

Prehistoric art 
Priming 




19


19

Preraphaelism 







Preraphaelists 

Preromanesque 
Preromanticism 
1818Preromantic 







Press 

Printing- press 
Paper weight 




Loan 

Pretended 














Primitive art= insitic 
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Primitives 
Pocus 

To value  
prism 

Price 
Lavish 
Forerunner 

Production 
Profane=secular 

Profile 
To profile 

Depth 
Spotlight 

Projection 
plan 

Project 






Pronouns 

Propaganda 
Proportion 

Proportions 
Propylene 

Overseer 
Care of monuments 




Care of sites 




Protohistoric 

Protomothec 



Protoplasts 

Prototype 
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pedigree 
plum- colored 

Art of advertising 



Puce- colored 

Drawing- pin 
Purity 









Purism 









Pylon 

Pyramid 



petrography 









Pyrotechnic 

 
Q 

Quadrangular 
Quadrichromy 
Quad Riga= Four 

horses chariot  
Quadrille 

Quadrille bat 
Quality 
Quarter circle 

Quarter round 






Quaternary 

Quatrefoil 
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15




15

Quattro cento 

Cinquefoil 
 

R 
Band 

Joiners plane 



To plane 

To mend 
Joining 

To level 
Foreshortening 

Grater 



To record 







Marbling 

Raft 
Apron 

Radiograph 
Radioscopy 

Refined 
Refinement 

To refresh 
Heart- leaves 

Floral pattern 
Thick set 

Ream 
Creeping 
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Slope 
Tier 

Rasp 



Dauber art student 

Inlaid work 
Racket= battledore 




Reveler 

To darn 



Ravel in 

Charming=revisit 
To brighten up 

Streaked 
Rayonism 

Infrared- rays 
Ultra- violet 

Radiating 
Irradiation 




1920


1920

Ready made 

To realize 
Realism 






20



The socialist realism 

Reality 
Hackneyed 

Rebel 
Brim 
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To cut down 
To pick out by color 

To paste again 
Reconstitution 




Rebuilding 

Stone- chip 
Recovering 

Front page 
Collecting 
Cooked again 

To straighten 
To reerect 

Reduction 
To reduce 

Rebuilding= repair 
Reflector 

Reflection 
Golden luster 

To reflect 
To recast 

Recasting 
Reformation 

To crave 
Refractory 

Fire brick 
Refraction 


19
18





1918




Regency style 
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toregenerate 



Tier 

Rule 
Fillet 




To reign 

Regulator 
Heightening 







To heighten 







High light 




White heightening 




Tracing 

Relief 
Deep engraving 
Low relief 
High relief 

Low pictorial relief 
High relief 

Pictorial relief 
Book- binder 

Binding 
Mosaic binding 

Leather binding 
To recondition 

Remodeling 
Knife- grinder 

Town walls= rampart 
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Filling- in 
Reuse= to use again 


1516






1516




(

renaissance 

Early renaissance 
14High renaissance 
Late renaissance 




Execution of drawing 

Swelling 
Hollow 

To raise 
Reform, strengthen- 

piece reinforcement 
Picture relining 

Tapestry mending 
Fine drawer 

Reorganization 
Reworking 

Repair 
Overprinting 




pentiment 

Open- work 
Repertory 

Replica 
To transfer 

Embossed work 
Chased silver  
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To emboss 
Representation 

To represent 






Reproduction 

Resistance 
Resonance 

Projection= set off 
Resemblance 

Like 
To preassemble 
Strongly expressed 

To stand out 
Picture restorer 

Restoring 
Restored 




To restore 

Restitution 
Resurrection 









Altarpiece 

Sculpted  altarpiece 
To recur 

Net- gladiator 
To withdraw 

Retouching 
To retouch 

Return to the antique 



Return to the middle 

ages 
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Right angle 
Shrinkage 



Retrospective 

To tuck up 
Rediscover 

High light 
Reverse 
Reverse 
Coating 

Cover 
To coat 

Rhomb 
Curtain 

Chisel 
Rasp 

Rigid 
Foliage= scrolls 

Scraper 
Ritual 

Robe 
Rock 

Rock work 
Rococo 

Rock work- maker 


racially



18





rocaille


18



Rococo (style) 
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Romantic 


18







18




Romanticism 

Broken color 
Round 

Buckler 






In full round 

Circus 
High sounding (style) 








Rose window 

Pink= rose 
Rose- diamond 







Rose window 

Reed 
Rattan 








Rotogravure 




Rotunda 

Wheel 
Potters wheel 







Round slice 
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Red 
Brick- colored 
Cherry- red 
Strawberry 
Blood-red 









Pompeian-red 

Dark-red 
Bright red 

Reddish 
Rust colored 




Roll= carol 







Routine 

Russet 
Ribbon 

Ruby 
Red chalk= rubric 

Frill 
Ruins 

Painter of ruins 
Racy= upstart 

Habitation rupestre 
Rock- drawing 




Rock- painting, 
sculpture 

Rock drawing 
Rural 

Rutland 
Rustic work 
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Rhythm 
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S
 

  Sand 
  Sword 

 Work- bag 
  Small bag 

  Sacrament 
  Saffron 

  To dirty 





 
Exhibition 

 Critical debate 
 Art critic 

 Mountuary 



 Sanctuary 

 Sanguine= red chalk 
 Fir 

 Ossuary 


3



3 

Sustained 





 

Satyr 

 Salmon- colored 
 Seal 
 To seal 

 Stenography 
 Scepter  

 Simplification 
 Saw 

 Saw works 








 

Sciography 

Sculptured 
 Wood sculptor 
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 Sculptor 
 Sculptress 

 Sculptural 
 Garden sculpture 

 Modelage= Modeling 
 Funeral sculpture 
 Iconic sculpture 

 Small sculpture 
 Sitting for a portrait 

 Bucket 
 Dry painting 





 

Secession 




1892


1892 

Secession (style) 

 Desk 
 Seductive 

 Modeling stand 
 Similar 

 Strewing 
 Senses 

 Sensuousness 
 Feeling of nature 

 Feeling of space 
 Sentimental 

 Sentimentalism 
 Partition 




 Sepia- drawing 

 Grave 
 Hatchet 

 Seraphim 
 Series made 

 Silk- screen 
 Paper holder 

 Threashold 
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sfumato 









Graffito= (blak and white 
work) 

 Siccative 
 Seat 

 Sigil late 
 Sigil lography 

 Initial letters 
 signature 

 Outline portrait 
 Silhouettes 

 Half- tone engraving 
 Plain 

 Simplicity 





 
Green 





 

Siren 

 smalt 
 Spalling- hammer 

 Snob 
 Sober 

 Plough- share 
 Pedestal 

 Clog 
 Silk 

 Silk goods 
 Carefully done 

 Dead- plate 
 Solitaire 

 Dark 
 Apex 

 Springer 
 Sumptuous=splendid 
 Sumptuousness 
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 Sounding 
 Trial excavation 

 Sonorousness 
 Basement 

 Blown glass 
 To blow= to blast 
 Glass blower 

 Flaw 
 Supple 
 Deaf 

 Subtraction 
 Underground 

 Present= offer 
 Roomy= spacious 

 Sense of space 
 Specimen 
 Spectacle 
 Spectator 

 Spectrum 
 Sphere 

 Spherical 
 Sphinx 
 Spiral design 

 Spiritualization 
 Splendid 
 Skeleton 

 Stability 
 Stadium 

 Stalactites 
 Stalagmites 

 Static 
 Statuary 

 Statuary 
 statue 
 Statue of garden 

 Statue column 
 Dressed statue 
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 Portrait statue 
 Equestrian status 
 Pedestrian statue 
 Small statue 

 Stature= height 
 Stella 

 Grave Stella 
 Shorthand 

 Yellow lake 
 Carelessly painting 

 Scraper 
SSSpiral plantings 

 Structural 
 Structure 

 Stucco 
Stucco- work 
Stucco- worker 

Studio 






Stupa 

Style 
Stylus= style 
Animal style 





9

Primitive 

Stylization 






Stylized 

Stylistic 
Support 

Sublime 
Subtraction 

Subjective 
Subject 

Overlaying 
Superstructure 

Supposed likeness 
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Support 



Separatism 

depressed 
Additional bur din 

Overloaded 
Surface 

overrated 
Raised 







Mantle 

overhang 
 











Surrealism 

Suspected 



Lamp pendant 

Symbolic 






Symbolism 

Symmetry 
Empathy 
Symphony 

Synagogue 





Syndicate of craftsman and 
artists 







Synthetic 











Systyle 
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T 






Tablature 

Table 
Sound- board 

Painting= picture 
Panel painting 







Easel piece 

Historical painting 
Gentry painting 
Hunting picture 
Flower- painting 

Living picture 
Small picture 

Tablet=shelf 






Toy- making 

Working apron 








Tablinum 

Taboo 
Low stool 

Footstool 
Stain 




Schism 

Tachists 
Cut- hatching 

Size 
Line engraving 
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Cross- hatchings 
Ston- cutting 

Direct cutting 
Pencil- sharpener 

Diamond polishing 
works 

Stone- cutter 



Abacus 

Tin- foil 
talc 

Spell= talisman 
Ogee 
Heel- wings 

Barrel 
Tambour 

Plug= tamp ion 
Tanned 

Carped 
Tapestry 




Low- warp tapestry 







High- warp tapestry 

Tattooing 








Technique 




Technology 

To dye 
Complexion 
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Shade 
Flat tints 

Half- tint 
Tinted 

Tinchure, dyeing 
Dyer 

tendency 






Tepid bath 

Turpentine 
Terminal figure 

Terminology 










Lake dwelling 

Earth 
Clay 

Plastic clay 
Potters clay 

Pipe clay 
Baked clay= Burnt clay 

Glazed clay 
Umbra 

Umbra of sienna 
Testament 

The old Testament 
The new testament 




Nail head 




Foliate 

Dark brown 
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Beak-head 

Textiles 










Texture 

Topic= theme 
Theorizing 

theory 
Hot bath 




Rotunda 







Thrusts 

Tiers 
Tierce Ron 

Stem 
Caulicle 







Tigers 

Stamp 
Striking of 

Off print 






Linedrawing 






Canvas 

Back- curtain 






Plate iron 

Tone 
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Local color 
Tonality 

Circular modulation 
Topaz 







Topography 

Tours 






Chasing 

torsade 











Torso 









Twisted stump 











Totem 

Touch 
Lathe potters wheel 

ivory tower 
Laying 

To design 
Tradition 

Stroke 
Features (of the face) 

Glaring 
To contrast 







Transept 
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To transfer 
Period of transition 

Translucent 






Transparent 

Bay 






Trefoil 

Treillage 
Trellis 




Trepan 

Tripod 
Plaiting 

Trussed 



Trestle 

Triangle 
Tribune 

Trachoma 
Tricolor 

Triforium 
Triglyph 
Trilith 
Terrified 

Triptych 






squelch 

Deceive- the eye 
painting 

Trunk 
Stump 
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Truncated 
Trophy 

Dim 

Faking 
Red- speckled 

Pipe= Tube 
Tulip 









Tumulus 

Dark blue 
Turquoise 




Tympanum 

Type 
Typography 

 
U 

Uni= even=plain 
Univac  

Urbanism= city 
planning 

Urbanite=city planner 
Used 
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V 
  

Waves= vagues 
Quality 
Tone value 









Vandalism 









Vanity 

Variation 
Basin 




Medium 

Vellum=parchment 
Velvet 









Venus 









Venus of cnide 







Venus of milos 

Greenish 
Garden tapestry 

Versim 

Utilitarian 
Utopist 
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Ruddy 
Vermiculated 

Wormlike ornaments 
Vermilion= cinnabar 

Varnish 
Varnishing 

Inauguuration=preview 
of exhibition 

Glass 
Engraved glass 

Blowe glass 



crystal 




Glass enameled  

Glass making 
Glass- ware 
Glassman= Glass- 

founder 
Glass- painter 

Shot- colored 
Version 

Back  
Green 

Emerald green 
Dark green 

Moss green 
Olive- green 
vertical 
Round turf- slope 

Vista= Hestia 
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Empty space 
Our lady of pity 

Bright glowing 
Vignette 

Vignette- engraver 
Art city 
Violet 
Toning of proofs  




virtuoso 

Mastery 
Vice 

Face 
Visibility 

Visual 
Glassing 







Painted glass 

Pane 



Shop- window 

Brilliancy 
Alive-vivid 

Galaxy 
Veil 

FlounceFlaying


Volant 

Shutter 
Volume 







Roll 

Volute 
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Arch stone  
Vault 

Basket- handle vault 



Gyro vault 

Barrel vault 



Cross vault 

Stalactite vault 
Vaulting 




Vine- tendril 

Gimlet 
View 

Aerial view 
Front view 
Back view 

Side- view 
General view 
Panoramic view 
Birds eye view 

Vulcan (hephaisteon) 

 
X 

Xylograoh= wood- 
engraver 

Xylography=woodcut 








Xyste 
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Z 














Zeus 

Z karat 
Zigzac 

Zinc 
Zincography 
Zoning 

Zone 
Animal style 

Zoophore 
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1          

1981 
2 1973 
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